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Presente
What is CMAR?
s a contractin
ng method where
w
there are
a two conttracts with th
he contractin
ng entity; one for
CMAR is
design, and
a one for construction
c
. The contra
acting metho
odology can be differentt with each
d at the sam
agency. However, th
he CMAR co
ontract can be
b advertised
me time as th
he design
hough, it is u
usually recom
mmended th
hat the CMAR be
contract, or after the design has begun. Alth
o board no later than 15% into the design. The
e earlier thatt the CMAR is brought into
brought on
the proje
ect, the more
e benefits the
e agency willl gain from tthe entire prrocess. There have bee
en
many agencies that have
h
brough
ht in the CMA
AR at 90%, which mean
ns the compllete benefit ffor
ntractor input is not realiz
zed. The grraphic below
w illustrates tthe contractu
ual and
early con
collabora
ative approac
ch to a CMA
AR contract.

e both entitie
es on board at the same
e time, we sh
hould really take advanttage
So, now that we have
g provided. At this point the challen
nge has been that FHWA
A requires a
an
of the expertise being
eam to provide the VE for
f a tradition
nal Design-B
Bid-Build pro
oject. One o
of the benefitts of
outside te
the CMA
AR process is
s the early in
nvolvement from
f
the con
ntractor that is going to b
build the pro
oject.
This ensures that the
e project is designed
d
the
e way the pro
oject will be constructed
d, versus
designing
g so that eve
eryone can bid
b the proje
ect . CMAR i s a much more efficientt and cost
effective way to desig
gn and cons
struct a proje
ect. With thi s said, the R
Risk and VE team needss to
e of the original designerr, and the CM
MAR team w
with potentia
ally a couple of other exp
perts
comprise
included as needed. The VE tea
am would als
so include th
he owner, fro
om both the design and
constructtion disciplin
nes, potentia
al stakeholde
ers that migh
ht be involve
ed, and FHW
WA, as desire
ed. I
would rec
commend th
hat FHWA’s involvementt is helpful fo
or both desig
gn elementss and impactts to
funding. It is importa
ant to unders
stand that th
he appropriatte compositiion of the tea
am is absolu
utely
o the success
s of the work
kshop;
critical to
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The team members should include the existing design team, including the project manager
together with the key design discipline members. The CMAR team should include the preconstruction services manager, the construction project manager (if different from the preconstruction services manager), a cost estimator and the project superintendent, if possible.
From the agencies’ perspective, this would include the design project manager, the key
discipline design leads, and the construction resident engineer. Other team members to
consider might include FHWA, and in the example of the Loop 303 project for ADOT, the City of
Surprise was included as a very important stakeholder in the project. In fact they had two
members full time on the VE team. In a CMAR, the team can be a little larger than one might
expect in a traditional project VE workshop, but it is very important to have the construction
people involved as the team makes decisions related to the design, which will eventually impact
construction.
Let’s talk about the actual workshop itself, as the approach should change to accommodate the
CMAR process and team. In a CMAR project, we are able to reduce the workshop to 3 days
and still get an unbelievable amount accomplished. Now there is a caution here. The CVS team
leader must have the ability to really get the team through these steps in a very efficient and
effective manner. The focus is truly on specific and measurable outcomes. The following
outlines the job plan as followed in a CMAR project with a Risk Analysis included in the
workshop.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information Phase
Risk Analysis
Function Phase
Creative Phase
Evaluation Phase
Development Phase
Innovation and Opportunities

The presentation phase in a CMAR is not needed, as the entire team is part of the workshop, so
the additional time that is often used to prepare and then present is eliminated from the process.
However, since this is a new approach, upper management may want to be debriefed and a
formal presentation might be scheduled.
Here is where things change a little for the CMAR project, and it outlines how we are able to
complete an amazing amount of work in a very short amount of time.
Information Phase: During this first step in the job plan we don’t really have to spend much
time getting team members up to speed on the project. They have all been involved and know
the project fairly well. Now we will still have the design team, if they were selected prior to the
CMAR, and the owner provide a presentation on the project. This would be to ensure that the
entire team will have an understanding of decisions made as to the current approach, or any
political drivers that might be involved with the project, such as existing Cooperative
Agreements, environmental impacts, etc. We will still develop the study goals and objectives,
determine project concerns and constraints, develop performance measures, then rate and rank
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them (this is an important step as we will use these performance measures not only during the
design process, but also during construction). We will discuss the budget, and any potential
areas of concern for the team to maintain a focus. I would like to point out an interesting point
that was made during the Loop 303 CMAR Risk and VE Workshop. Upon completion of the
identification and rating/ranking of the performance measures, the contractor stated that he was
amazed at the how the performance measures ranked and that he would not have expected the
outcome. It was a great ah-hah moment for the team.
Risk Analysis: The risk analysis process is a simple yet detailed discussion. The team will
populate a simple risk registry by brainstorming all potential risks related to the project. Then
the team will determine probability, severity, cost impacts, and schedule impacts. The next step
in this process is for the team to decide on a preliminary disposition of the risk. Should it be
eliminated, mitigated or accepted. Those risks that need to be eliminated or mitigated will be
listed on a flip chart for use during the workshop. Once this is completed, the team will go on to
the next step in the job plan. The risk registry becomes a living document for the team to use
and update throughout the project. It is always recommended that at each deliverable the
registry be updated to ensure the risk was managed during the design, and additional risks that
may have been identified are added to the list.

Function Analysis: This process is no different than a traditional VE workshop, but it is still an
important step in helping the team understand the entire project. In a 3-day workshop however,
a FAST diagram is not completed as the team usually has a very good understanding of the
project scope since they have been involved for several months through the proposal phase of
the project. This provides another opportunity to reduce the length of time needed for the
workshop. If we use the Loop 303 CMAR pilot project as an example, sample functions
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included Increase Capacity, Accommodate Drainage, Accommodate Traffic, Mitigate Sound,
Mitigate Dust, and Improve Aesthetics.
Creativity Phase: The Creativity Phase of every VE workshop is the fun part of the workshop.
This is a great opportunity to really capitalize on the experiences of the VE team and, in this
case, in particular the CMAR. One of the key elements of this phase is for the CMAR to bring
the (?? word missing – construction/design/development) ideas that he provided during the
proposal phase to the attention of the team. Some criticisms we have heard from other
organizations is that the CMAR firms are proposing ideas that never get brought to the table
even though they were selected on their potential ideas. This is an important step during
creativity. As in standard VE workshops, the team will also brainstorm additional opportunities
by each function identified, by asking the typical question – How else might we accomplish the
function? The other additional element during creativity is to have the team review the risk
registry that was developed through the risk analysis, and then brainstorm opportunities for
managing or eliminating the risk. In the Loop 303 project, an additional 85 ideas were brought
to the project including proposal ideas from the CMAR.
Evaluation: The Evaluation Phase is not a complicated selection process. The VE team
members are very familiar with the project, performance measures and the functions required to
ensure the project’s success. RHA likes to use the “GFI” (Gut Feel Index) method to first
synthesize the ideas; identifying fatal flaws or ideas that might be deemed out of scope. The
second cut is to have the team members, using a group nominal technique, select those ideas
that would provide the best value for the project. Those ideas with the most votes will move
forward to development.
Development/Decision-making: As with the Information Phase, here is where things are
different than a traditional VE workshop. The individuals that will be designing, reviewing and
constructing the project are all on the VE team as study participants, so the development of the
selected ideas is done as a team event. There are no individual write-ups, drawings, etc. We
still review each idea by discussing the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the existing approach
Identify the new approach
Identify advantages and disadvantages
Evaluate the idea against the performance measures – specific measures
Determine costs associated with the new idea

The sample form is shown on the next page.
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The form
m shown abo
ove is used fo
or our CMAR
R VE worksh
hops. Pleasse note on th
he second page
we specifically evaluate the impa
acts of the new idea on tthe performa
ance measu
ures identifie
ed
on phase. Th
his is an imp
portant step since we are
e going to be
e asking for
during the informatio
s upon comp
pletion of the
e form. We will
w also askk for cost imp
pacts. Some
etimes the ccost
decisions
estimators are workin
ng in a sepa
arate room on the same ideas, developing costss so that we have
much mo
ore accurate
e costing for the propose
ed ideas. Im
mmediately b
below the performance
ranking section
s
the te
eam is asked to make a decision ass to the dispo
osition of the
e idea. We tthen
accept, conditionally
c
r
the ide
ea. The key here is thatt decisions a
are made during
accept, or reject
the works
shop and the
e design tea
am has the ability
a
to go tto work immediately. Th
here is no wa
aiting
for the re
eport to be co
ompleted an
nd decisions
s to be made
e. However, if the condittionally acce
ept
designation is used, the team mu
ust decide what
w
is neede
ed and the ttimeline requ
uired for
on. No idea
as are left forr future resolution. The design can e
either begin or continue
e
completio
immediattely based on
o the decisions made during the wo
orkshop.
Innovatiion & Opporrtunities: FHWA,
F
like many
m
other a
agencies, ha
as begun to e
embrace the
e
CMAR approach for projects. Tw
wo such pilo
ot projects ha
ave been co
ompleted for ADOT with
versight and
d participatio
on. I have mentioned
m
the
e Loop 303 project and the second
FHWA ov
project was
w for the Cordes
C
Juncttion Traffic In
nterchange. A challenge
ed
e that has been identifie
with this contracting method is th
hat it has bee
en difficult to
o show that the CMAR p
process is
beneficia
al to the agen
ncies using them.
t
In an effort to try and aid in cclearly showing how CMAR
is benefic
cial, RHA de
eveloped an Innovation & Opportuni ties Matrix to
hroughout th
he
o be used th
project to
o identify and
d track bene
efits through both the de
esign and construction phases. The
important thing to no
ote here is th
hat we will us
se the same
e performancce measuress as identifie
ed
during the VE worksh
hop to ensurre that the decisions the
e team make
es into the fu
uture are
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consistent with the project performance attributes. The contractor is usually responsible for
managing and jointly updating the matrix with the client, with the FHWA provided a copy on a
monthly basis. The hope is that by using the form, we can show the benefits that are being
gained by the team working together in a CMAR project in a much more effective manner, and
able to make more timely decisions saving both time and money. The following is a copy of the
Innovation and Opportunities Matrix.

CMAR is proving to be a very effective alternative for project delivery, which combined with
formal risk analysis and value engineering we have even much more to gain. There are a
number of clear benefits, including:









Team approach from start to finish
Increased owner control
Value engineering (innovation)
Controlled purchasing
"Open book" financial approach
Fewer Claims/Litigation
Improved collaboration
Common goals and objectives

 Increased value for each dollar
spent
 Shorter project schedules
 Improved construction quality
 Construction planning
 Phased construction options
 Fewer warranty problems
 Improved service response to owner
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